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TENSION LEVELING TECHNOLOGY
FROM ANOTHER WORLD...

THE SECRET IS OUT.
OUT OF THIS WORLD TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS THE GRIP AND POWER TO DEAL WITH TODAY’S HIGHER YIELD STRENGTH MATERIALS.

**Strip Tension of 280,000 LBF+**
The key to effectively processing today’s new breed of advanced high strength steels is the ability to tension and accurately elongate the strip during processing. The new SES Super Leveler utilizes BTU Bridles to produce strip tension of 280,000 LBF+ and drive the material through the processing line. Standard pinch rolls, S bridles and plunging bridles limit your equipment’s capability and put you at a competitive disadvantage.

**Increased Thread Speed & Productivity**
The design of the BTU Bridles allows the unit to open completely, eliminating threading problems and dramatically increasing the productivity of your line. Head and tail scrap is also reduced giving you more usable yield.

**Enhanced Flatness, Shape & Dimensional Accuracy**
The power and control of the SES Super Leveler eliminates strip motion and slippage during processing. The BTU Bridles also provide steering and tension variability to adjust to the strip as it runs through the line. The enhanced tension of the line produces a flatter product with greater dimensional accuracy. An added benefit is more precise edge trim and reduced scrap.

**Reduced Stresses, Reduced Downtime**
The tension of the BTU Bridle produces a stretch leveling effect on the strip resulting in reduced residual stresses in the finished material. A stress free product processes like a dream on your line and reduces manufacturing issues and downtime.

**Extend The Range of Existing Equipment**
Replacing the terminal equipment on your current processing line with the SES Super Leveler coupled with the BTU Bridles will restore the processing muscle of your line and allow you to efficiently process higher strength and heavier material. The SES BTU Bridle system will fit in the footprint of your existing equipment and deliver 200-300% greater tension with significantly improved strip control.

**Exclusive North American Source**
SES Engineering has partnered with BTU to bring this breakthrough bridle technology to you. SES is the exclusive licensed provider of the BTU Bridle design in North America. Whether you need a completely new Super Leveler line to serve your high strength processing needs or just need to upgrade your bridles to return your line to productivity, SES can give you a competitive advantage.

Call us today to learn what’s really happening in Area SES and how our Super Leveler technology can work for you.

We’ll let you in on the secret...

**FOR MORE INFORMATION 330.821.3322 seseng.com**